In the early twenty-first century, some-Muslims and non-Muslims alike-believe that Islam requires Muslims to engage in holy war or Jih d. This article concludes that this early twenty-first century notion that Muslims are obligated to wage holy war is based on a failure to appreciate that Jih d was never a universally agreed upon concept in Islam nor was there ever a universal obligation to participate in Jih d. In order to support the assertion that Muslims are not obligated to engage in holy war, this article looks to canonical texts from the anaf School of Islamic Law from the ninth through the fourteenth century CE. These texts are called Fatw collections because they compile legal opinions on a wide variety of matters. The first observation that the article presents is that some of these canonical Fatw collections do not even address the question of Jih d while other Fatw collections treat Jih d in at least three different ways. Thus the article demonstrates that the earliest Muslim legal scholars of the anaf School did not share a uniform understanding of what constitutes holy war nor did they agree on who is obligated to become a holy warrior. Indeed, the article concludes that early legal scholars especially disagreed on the obligation to engage in Jih d and on who qualifies to call for Jih d. Hence it is false to claim that Muslims are obligated now (or have ever been obligated) to engage in Jih d.
Hus m al-D n 'Ali b. Makk al-R z (died 598/1201) author of Khul sat al-Dal 'il F Tanq h al-Mas 'il (Conclusions of Evidence in Rectifying Legal Issues
Although world events put a lie to the claim of one unified Muslim world, scholars and laymen alike reify terms like Muslim world, Islamic world, and Shar ah as if these phrases accurately capture abstract meanings completely divorced from diversity and easily shared across space, time, language, and culture. Among all the misunderstood phrases surrounding Islam, no word is used so casually and knowingly as Jih d.
This article uses early Islamic Fatw collections to demonstrate that at the dawn of Islamic Law anaf Islamic jurists were not in accord on the meaning of Jih d.
1 Thus the article concludes that there has never been an obligation for Muslims to engage in holy war or to become holy warriors precisely because there is no uniform understanding, much less appreciation, of Jih d in Islamic Law.
II. FATW COLLECTIONS
During his life, the Prophet Muhammad answered his followers' questions and his answers were Islamic Law. After the Prophet's death, the faithful needed a different means of deriving legal rules for their daily life and religious practice: hence the birth of Islamic Law.
By the tenth century CE, Islamic jurists generally agreed that legal opinions begin with the Qur' n so that opinions based on the Qur' n have higher standing than those based on inferior evidence.
2 If the Qur' n is silent, then the jurist turns to the traditions of the Prophet Muhammad, also known as Hadith.
3 When the Qur' n and Hadith were unclear or silent,
1
Fatw collections presented in this article illustrate Peter Mandaville's explanation of how ideas, words, and theories, change as people carry them from one place to another. Mandaville explains how a theory may take on new meanings that differ from earlier meanings as old ideas collapse into local notions in the new location. PETER MANDAVILLE, TSANSNATIONAL MUSLIM POLITICS: REIMAGINING THE UMMA 83-84 (2001) .
Islamic jurists developed other sources to support their legal opinions. This process of deriving legal rules using sources other than clear statements from the Qur' n and Hadith is called Ijtih d or utmost effort. Ijtih d describes the jurist's creative use of approved evidentiary sources to produce a legal opinion. 4 Fatw in Islamic Law is an opinion from a jurist to a believer issued at the believer's request. 5 Some Fatw s survive for centuries, while others emerge as Muslims ask their religious leaders for answers on matters unheard of in past generations. Authors, their scribes, or students, often compile Fatw s into collections. These Fatw collections are not uniform in form, subject matter, or length. Rather, Fatw collection writers employ creativity in compiling their works. Some Fatw collections employed in this study are comprised of several volumes (up to twenty) while others are Mukhta ar (concise) Fatw books condensed into one volume. Jih d is not absent from some collections because of the collection's size. Jih d is sometimes covered in a one-volume collection and ignored in a larger work.
Fatw production has its own method with topics usually divided into Kit bs (literally books, but equal to chapters). Within each chapter or Kit b, there are one or more B bs (literally doors) or sections. Each B b is dedicated to a subtopic that is relevant to its Kit b, and within each B b there are often several Fa ls (subsections) which discuss themes related to the B bs. Hence, authors connect chapters, sections, and subsections thematically so that a typical Fatw collection might be organized as Kit b (chapter), B b (section), and Fa l (subsection).
Some Fatw collections depart from the usual method of organizing opinions that generally requires the author to replicate an earlier work's structure. Instead of incorporating all the sections found in earlier works, later authors sometimes limit their own Fatw collections to a single topic or just a few topics. 'Ala al-D n Abu Bakr b. Mas' d al-Kas n (died 587/ 1191) is one example of an author who focused on only some topics fully proven isn d are subject to doubt and may be rejected as distorted or fraudulent. 
III. MADHHABS
The word Madhhab derives from the root dha-ha-ba which, when used as a verb, means to go in a certain direction. Thus, the noun Madhhab indicates the legal way or method that particular Muslims follow when performing prayers, making marriage contracts, and the like. Each Muslim's Madhhab comprehensively navigates his or her spiritual and corporeal actions. Until recently, a Madhhab was similar to a state within the United States in that a state controls the laws within its geographic jurisdiction always subject to the greater law of the entire United States, i.e., the U.S. Constitution. Thus, just as an Oklahoma citizen would probably not ask a California lawyer for an opinion on Oklahoma law, a Muslim from a group that follows one Madhhab would not seek a legal opinion from an Imam (Islamic Jurist) from a different Madhhab.
The analogy between states and Madhhabs starts to break down in the new world of global connectivity where seeking and offering legal opinions has changed because of cyberspace. Today an American Muslim may ask for a Fatw from an Egyptian Imam, as territorial boundaries melt away in the face of the World Wide Web. Thus, the concept of Madhhab and legal jurisdictions has blurred.
In the beginning of Islam, there were numerous legal schools. Despite the Western emphasis on Jih d as a military campaign, Jih d is in fact an immensely complicated concept. The word Jih d comes from the three-letter root ja-ha-da meaning to make an effort. 12 The most important Jih d is the effort to discipline one's Nafs (animal self) that urges the soul toward worldly pleasure. 13 Nevertheless, in this article, we limit our discussion to Jih d as a military campaign either in defense of one's homeland, or in the form of an aggressive war for domination known in contemporary Western thought as "spreading Islam by the sword." 10 THE ROYAL ISLAMIC STRATEGIC STUDIES CENTRE, THE MUSLIM 500: THE WORLD'S 500 MOST INFLUENTIAL MUSLIMS 1, 28 (2015) , http://themuslim500.com/downloads/151001-TheMuslim 500-2016v009%2823|48%29-Web-Low.pdf. Id.
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As we summarize in the current work employing several legal texts from the anaf school. difference between W jib and far dah is obvious . . . . In The Students Request for Legal Terminologies Najm al-D n Ibn af al-Nasaf treats Siyar extensively while also providing a legal dictionary.
37 According to Al-Nasaf , Jih d is Far Kif yah (collective duty), in which certain individuals, rather than everyone, participate. AlNasaf is one of a few scholars depicted here who supports his views with Qur' nic verses. Muslim lands in peace, (6) Spoils of War, (7) Occupation of non-Muslim land, (8) Conversion, (9) Apostasy, (10) the Head Tax, (11) Rebellion, (12) Blasphemy and (13) Before killing the enemy, al-Ush writes, the Im m has to offer nonMuslims conversion twice, even after that, "women, children, people with mental disabilities, and the elderly cannot be killed. (4) what is required of conquerors, (5) who may and may not be killed, (6) what is permissible to leave in the land of war, (7) what can be taken to the land of war, and many others. 
